PLISSÈ

Pleated line

black net h 270 cm

Plissè is the ideal flyscreen for wide french doors.
The absence of lower guides on the floor makes easy the
cleaning and transit: no architectural barrier. It can be
realized with one shutter, two shutters with central closing
or even “one after another” system from two to six shutters
for very wide doors

Black net standard - Grey net on request

no barrier on the floor
Kontakt, tel +48 34 322 34 54

4 shutters plissè

6 shutters plissè
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Pictures show some of the many possible
options with Plissè model.
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PLISSÈ 40 EMBEDDING KIT
Plissè 40 embedding kit
Built-in device facilitate the positioning of the flyscreen on french doors.
Aluminium overall size 40 mm
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PLISSÈ 50 EMBEDDING KIT
Plissè 50 embedding kit
Plissè built-in 50 facilitate the positioning of the fly e screen on french doors
and windows. For Unika and Perlegno models.
Sizes 50 mm
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PLISSÈ 78 EMBEDDING KIT

78

Plissè embedding + rolling shutter 78
Plissè built-in + the rolling shutter guide facilitate the use of the Plissè with the
built-in 50 mm
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PLISSÈ LATERAL COMP. PROFILE
For fixing on uneven jambs it is suggestable the utilisation
of the lateral wall compensating profile, also closing any
remaining space by silicone. It is a solution which allow a
rapid unfasten of the flyscreen.
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Uneven jambs fixing
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PLISSÈ
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Lateral Gioconda is an horizontal pleated flyscreen suitable
for french doors, with clutch system.
Available in one or two shutters.
9 mm floor guide facilitate transit operations
Pleated net is supplied in black colour, grey net on request.
Optional:
Darkening screen

maximum height 195 cm interior use

Filtering screen

maximum height 237 cm interior use

Darkening/filtering screening

Dimensions must be communicated width x height in mm
clearly stating if it is finished measure of the flyscreen or if
it is the opening measure (door or window).
Finished measure: the flyscreen will be supplied with the
given sizes.
Window opening: the flyscreen will be supplied 3mm less
than the given sizes.
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Black net standard - Grey net on request
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HORIZONTAL GIOCONDA

min. to be invoiced 2 sqm / 2 shutters 4,00 sqm

€ 96,83 smq

Darkening screen

€ 48,07 smq

Filtering screen

€ 48,07 smq

Optional

Kontakt, tel +48 34 322 34 54

Pleated line
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Reversible Gioconda is a pleated flyscreen for french doors
with opening on both sides.
The net is packed between the two lateral profiles and this
feature makes this model very suitable for use with sliding
doors.
Lower profile of only 9mm facilitate transit operations.
Standard net is black, available on request is the Grey net.
Optional:
Darkening screen

maximum height 195 cm interior use

Filtering screen

maximum height 237 cm interior use

Darkening/filtering screening
Dimensions must be communicated width x height in mm
clearly stating if it is finished measure of the flyscreen or if
it is the opening measure (door or window).
Finished measure: the flyscreen will be supplied with the
given sizes.
Window opening: the flyscreen will be supplied 3mm less
than the given size.
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REVERSIBLE GIOCONDA

min. to invoice 2,0 sqm

€ 106,51 sqm

Darkening screen

H max 195cm, interior use

€ 48,07 mq

Filtering screen

H max 237cm, interior use

€ 48,07 mq

Optional

Kontakt, tel +48 34 322 34 54

STANDARD

01 white 9010

02 ivory 1013

03 brown 8017

04 green 6005

10 marble green

11 marble brown

12 marble grey

13 marble red

18 sublimate walnut

19 sublimate cherry

20 sublimate pine

21 sublimato douglas

27 naturall walnut medium

28 naturall walnut dark

29 naturall cherry

MARBLE
any series + 10%

SUBLIMATE
plissè

+ 30%

any series + 40%
america

+ 50%

NATURALL
plissè

+ 30%

any series + 40%
america

+ 50%

Kontakt, tel +48 34 322 34 54

05 red 3003

06 black opaque 9005

07 dark brown

08

bronze ox

09 silver ox

14 ancient marble green

15 ancient marble brown

16 ancient marble grey

31 sublimato cherry 112 D

32 sublimato cherry 221 D

33 subl. walnut royal N632

ANCIENT MARBLE
any series + 10%

22 sublimato renolit

30 sublimato walnut R 615

COLOURS

Kontakt, tel +48 34 322 34 54

